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Attention Members Who
Attended the 2002 TAC
Reunion at Langley!!!!!!!!!

March 2012

Ready Set , Begin Packing………….Time is Short
If you have missed out on the reasons for Seattle, the attractions, accommodations and the various web sites to explore, then dig up your past
three newsletters and go at it. If they are no long available, check them out on
the TAC Tanker web site. I don’t do repetition very well.
Anyway the Renaissance Hotel room block is getting filled up and the
multicolored Registrations Forms (we did not have enough of the same color)
are slowly arriving in the daily mail. Nate is fielding questions off and on regarding the reunion and I help when I can. The door prizes and special goodies for the banquet are set to go. The next step is to get the packets lined up
with the tickets we print for the individual events. Most of you know our routine, the only BIG difference is that we will not be driving to Seattle.
Our mode of travel will be train. Yes, folks this will be a first as we
drive to Toledo to catch the Amtrak to Chicago on Tuesday, May 22, where
we will be boarding the Empire Builder for two nights en route to Washington.
At early thirty on the 24th we get off at Ephrata and will be guest of Dave
Bishop (622, 431st) until Saturday when we will all drive to Seattle to get settled into the hotel and prepare for your arrival.
The reason I share this agenda is because we won’t be carrying tons
of “stuff” for the Hospitality Room and Banquet as in the past. Most of what
will be there will be mailed ahead, i.e. Yellow Books, Registration packets and
some banquet items. Shopping for the Hospitality Room will be done upon
arrival.
Speaking of the Hospitality Room—it is part of our Corner Luxury
Suite on the 26th Floor. We were sent photos of the layout and there is an
outside patio to help with the over flow and should have about 2 tables and
multiple chairs. The living room space has 2 tables and a couch area and several chairs, etc. A wet bar will house the beverages and the counters under
the windows will be Jake’s “store .”
Many of you have reserved your rooms, but have not sent in the Registration Form. Please get those in ASAP. Visa Versa for those having sent
us the form, but not made Hotel Reservations—Do So Soon.

Here are some tips when contacting the hotel (from the Event Manager, Cristin Peters). Contact Randy McKinnon at 206-694-4950 MondayDid you win a door prize
Friday 8am-4pm PACIFIC STANDARD TIME. He is the Rooms Inventory
quilt at the banquet???? I
Supervisor. Remember, if you are attending the Banquet on the 30th, you
was not writing down names
as the tickets were called out need to have a 5/31 checkout or later. We had a few who planned to check
out the 30 and still go to the banquet-thus they would be sleeping in the lobby
and I would like to record
the winners in my Quilt Log after the party—-and that is not good. We really look forward to seeing you all
soon.
-Natalie
Book. Thanks, Natalie
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President’s Corner

by Nate Hill

I am here again with the privilege of expounding to
the membership. First, hope the winter has been kind to you.
Temps here are climbing but that means that we can start worrying about tornados. Oh well, I have things to be happy about
too. Our membership is now at 426 and that is higher than 10
years ago; this thanks to serious recruiting by our V-P, Lou and
the dedication of all of you. We must be doing something right
because Natalie keeps making door prizes and folks keep
showing up at the reunions to win them. Since the majority of
our members are Lifers, a change in dues has been effected. To
reduce the admin effort of annual memberships and eliminate
your mental strain of sending back a check every year, we have
reduced membership categories to two; two years for $40 or
Life Membership which is still $100. We think that will work
much more efficiently.

We had planned to change the user name and password on the TAC Tankers web site but because of the trouble
we had with the initial implementation have decided against it.
So, continue to use the ones you have been using. Also, watch
the web site closely, ‘cause Lou has been working on it and
some new pictures and layouts with be showing up shortly.
In case you haven’t sent in your Seattle registration,
you can check the web site for the list of folks who have sent
theirs and paid. If you need the list and don’t have a computer,
call me. Response has been good and the attractions in the
Northwest are pretty awesome. Mitch Matsudaira has been
helping Natalie with Seattle locations and we have all the good
ones scheduled. Thanks Mitch !

Just saw an article concerning a major change in
Tri-care which will affect all retirees. We need to make certain
that our elected officials are pro-Defense and if I may be so
bold,
the current group seems bent on getting the troop levels
I am very pleased to report that we now have 2 groups
reduced
to minimal like they were at the start of WWII. Please
which are meeting monthly. This helps me keep up with folks
don’t
let
the election pass you by - - - - remember, in the
who need moral support. As I review the group, I am very
words
of
a famous Chicago politician “Vote Early and Vote
pleased to see that our entire membership is in great physical
Often
!
!”
shape considering the average age which is right at 80. We do
have some friends who need our prayers because of various
Till Seattle I remain Dedicated to TAC Tankers.
Nate
illnesses but generally we are GREAT!

Vice President’s Corner

by Lou Chapman

As Vice-President of Membership, this job gets
more interesting and rewarding with each new person I am
able to contact. In addition to talking with our current members about their experiences in and out of the Air Force, I
also get the chance to learn about what these new people
did.
We recently had a visitor to the TAC Tankers website who looked it over and signed our guestbook. I contacted him, we've had several interesting conversations,
and he e-mailed me orders he had saved from the 4505th
CAMS at Langley. From them, I have been able to locate
more people who weren't aware that there was an organization that represented this part of their military service.

Since there are varied activities planned that will
appeal to all of us, you still have time to coordinate with
friends who will be attending as to what you want to do. Be
sure and mail in your registration forms as soon as possible
so that Natalie can get a total count as to how many will be
participating in the different tours and other events. My
plans are for spending additional days in the area to visit
with friends and see a bit more of the Northwest.
One of the great benefits of these reunions is that
we get to visit a variety of cities as a group instead of trying
to see them on our own. Having transportation furnished as
a part of reunion also takes a lot of the worry out of driving
in unfamiliar areas.

Sadly, the end of February has been a nightmare
for people throughout the Midwest who have experienced
Current members have also mailed me orders that tornados and the loss of lives and property. We hope that
none of you, your extended families or friends, have been
they saved from years past, and we use them to see if we
impacted by them. I think back to 2007 when TAC Tankers
can locate potential new members. The downside of the
searching is thinking I've found someone, then learning that held the reunion in Branson, Missouri and the great timewe
had there, then seeing what the town experienced the 29th
either they don't have a listed phone, or the one I find for
of February. The people of Branson are already talking of
them is no longer is in service. I also find that some have
rebuilding, so with time, it should be back to being a great
passed away and try to get their names listed on our website. But, as long as we have any information about former military reunion city.
service members who were involved with our era of aerial
We will look forward to seeing you in Seattle and
refueling, we'll keep trying.
hope you once again have a memorable time meeting up
I hope that those of you who plan on attending the with old friends and making new ones. Plane, train or automobile, just be there.
Seattle Reunion have already made your hotel reservations. If it becomes necessary, those can be changed or
One last item we need to address. If you change
cancelled, but you don't want to wait too long to call them.
your home address, phone number or e-mail address,
That way, you are assured of having accommodations at
please contact headquarters so we can update our contact
our confirmed rate.
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Life Members
Tom Bridges, Portland TX-431
Joseph Brosnan, Pt. Charlotte FL-427
Bob Cross, Continental OH-622
Gordon Fair, Evans GA-431
Edward Miller, Great Falls VA-TAC Recce
Neil Patterson, Boerne TX-431, 427
George W. Wright, Austin TX-429, 622
New Members
Charles R. Apel, Boulder City NV-427
Bernard T. Garrah, Lagrange OH-427
John C. Hoyle, Potomac MD-431
Conrad R. Niemann, Sumter, SC-622
Robert C. Seay, Lock Haven PA-4505, 429,
Donald Selby, North Canton OH-420

Letters Received from New Members
Charles Ron Apel (November 2011)
Hired by United Airlines in San Francisco
after leaving the Air Force. Worked there for 5
years and earned my A&P license. In 1967, I took
a job in Tehran, Iran with Iran Air and worked there
for 8 years then transferred to JFK in NYC to be
Iran Air’s Maintenance Manager for North America.
That lasted from 1975-1980. I lost that position in
1979 when Khomeini’s thugs took over our Embassy in Tehran. The NY union members of the
Teamsters and IAM threatened Iran Air if they tried
to land at JFK. I was kept on payroll for 6 months,
but when the hostage crisis wasn’t immediately
resolved, they had to let me go.
Moved to Boulder City, NV and hired by
Hughes Aviation in ‘80 for 3 years, later working for
a small travel charter airline company, Global, in
Chicago. After that folded, I worked for a several
independent charter airlines, the last Connie Kalitta
Air.
By 1990, I finally decided to settle down
and be with my family which has stayed in Nevada.
America West, formed in Boulder City, later becoming US Air and I worked for them for 21 years,
achieving the rank of Inspector.
Conrad R. Niemann (January 2012
Graduated from NAV School (61-20) and
went to England AFB with wife and new son.
Crewed up with pilot Swift and a co-pilot, who also
smoked cigars which Swifty hated, so we flew with
the windows open. Our flight engineer was McAbee
who kept the whole plane flying. I think I spent
over half my time TDY at Kindley, Lajes, and
McClellan refueling fighters overseas while my wife
and son survived in Alexandra. Also did refueling
in the states, mainly for B-66s at Shaw AFB SC.

The Board Chairman’s Corner
By Bill Wolford
Dear Tanker Crowd:
Looking forward to seeing you all in Seattle starting
27 May. We are all booked and ready to go, even my sister
from Florida is flying up for the last couple of days of the reunion and joining us on our cruise to Alaska.
I know that Natalie has a lot of great things planned
for us. We have always enjoyed all of Natalie’s excursions.
Looking forward especially to the dinner in the Space Needle.
We have had a very mild winter and it’s almost
Spring. There has been very little snow here in Burlington
(Vermont), however the ski areas have had enough to be able
to operate. We did have a nice six inches of snow yesterday,
but we’re not complaining.
I hope all of you will get registered to vote in the very
important election coming up in November. With our huge
national debt, we have got to send people there who will cut
spending or we will be worse than Greece. Sorry to be so political, but I really am very concerned for our wonderful country.
Please pray that God will give us wisdom and competent leadership. Again, see you in Seattle.
Bill

After the 622nd closed, I was assigned to Shaw in B66s. Spent a few years at Toul and Chambley in France before Degaul kicked us out. Then to Thailand where I did the
100 over N. Viet Nam, Then to Mather AFB as an instructor
for about 5 years. For some reason , Shaw wanted me back
as an instructor, so I spent about 4 years there including 9
months in Thailand at Korat with about 50 more missions over
N.VN. They folded the B-66s at Shaw and shut down the
Squadron which was a familiar experience for me. My pilot
and I flew the last B-66 to Davis Monthan.
Following that I spent my final years at Incirlik, Turkey
and McGuire, NJ in Accounting and Finance, and finally retired
after 20 to Sumter SC down the street from Shaw. My second
retirement was from a local Cadillac dealer, and enjoying it.
Neil Patterson (January 2012)
After tech school in Wichita Falls TX, I was assigned
to the 431st (Biggs-1959), the 427th (Langley-1959/60) where
I served as an assistant crew chief. Applied to and accepted
for the Aviation Cadet program in late 1959. Departed Langley
in Jan ‘60 for preflight training at Lackland and following
graduation attended bomb/nav training at Mather AFB and
assigned to B-47 Stratojet 10th Bomb Wing, Mt Home AFB
ID. When the unit disbanded in Jan ’66, I was transferred to
the C-130E.
Had a SEA Tour of 13 mos + went to the RF-4C and
3 years at RAF Alconbury, England. During that time (68), I
married Olga Flores from TX. Departed England in ’70 for
Udorn RTAFB, Thailand and flew 195 missions over NVN.
Returned to the states in ’71 and back to Mt. Home in
F-111Fs. From ’75-76 was an Air Operations Inspector on the
TAC IG team at Langley AFB then return to Mr. Home as
Chief of Operations Plans and helped prepare the 366 TFW
for deployment to England.
(continued on page 6)
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Historian’s Corner

By John Bessette

420th PCS to Mildenhall?
Lou Chapman once again provided me with a topic when
he sent me an email with an attachment, which was a
recent pamphlet depicting the history and current status
of RAF Mildenhall, one of the two remaining USAFE
bases in the UK. In there was a statement, complete
with the 420th unit insignia, stating that the 420th with
its KB-50s had arrived PCS in 1962. What did I know
about that? Well, I looked into the 1962 420th histories
and found the following.

choked before he could unfeather one of the R4360s? Perhaps an engineer could answer that – I don’t know that
he could have unfeathered a prop without the power from
the APU.”

Outrunning KC-97s
Bill goes on to tell another tale, best told in his own
words: “Pulling a much safer stunt, but pretty cool nevertheless, was my AC at Biggs [431st] in 1964, the last year
for KB-50s. This was ‘Fuzzy’ Forsman. Our navigator
was Ron Webb, a TTA member. We had to spend a week
and a half in Newfoundland because the runway at Biggs
had been damaged by a KB-50J gear-up landing and fire.
While there, we were tasked to lead some National Guard
th
In early 1962 RAF Sculthorpe’s 47 Bomb Wing, with its KC-97s to provide rendezvous radar support for their refueling of some west-bound F-84Fs out of Greece. We
B-66s and the 420th’s KB-50s, was to be inactivated in
mid-year, and the base was to revert to a Dispersal Oper- hated the mission because it meant orbiting with them at
160 knots. On the final day Fuzzy orbited one more time
ating Base status. In February the 420th’s commander,
Lt Col Lawrence E Spears, was verbally notified of plans after the four KC-97s left, and then pushed our indicated
to move the squadron to Mildenhall. This was confirmed airspeed up to 240 to pass them on the way back to
later, with a move date set for 15 May. Urgent planning Harmon AFB. As we glided past we feathered two enbegan. A building was requisitioned at Mildenhall, and a gines, which we thought to be a riot. I don’t recall if there
communications blueprint was prepared by Capt Charles were any comments from the Guard or not.”
Pennington. People made numerous visits to Mildenhall,
The First “Major” Accident
and the various operations plans were changed. In early
In December 1954 the newly-formed 429th AREFS sufApril an officer and an NCO were sent there as advance
fered the first major accident that any of our six units
party, and new arrivals to the unit were directed there.
had. The 429th history reveals that a KB-29P on landing
Oops! In late April came the word that the move was
had its refueling boom make contact with the ground,
suspended indefinitely, as ordered by Hq USAFE.
which resulted in a fire, “the cause of which was due to a
drain valve that protruded below the pod. This valve has
On 22 June the 47th Bomb Wing did inactivate, and on 3
subsequently been removed from all aircraft.” The hisJuly the 7375th Combat Support Group was activated at
tory does not state whether the aircraft survived or not,
Sculthorpe. The 420th became a tenant unit, operationth
but there is no loss mentioned here or elsewhere, and no
ally subordinated directly to 17 Air Force. On 1 Octoth
th
ber the 420 became totally under the 7375 . Then, on 9 aircrew or others were reported casualties. Thus one can
November, came the word from 17th AF that the final de- presume that, since the 429th had just received its first
aircraft and flying training was in its infancy, this is a
cision to keep the squadron at Sculthorpe was official.
That was probably greeted with a sigh of relief by every- relatively minor setback to a subsequently very successful squadron.
one. However, the next week came the word that the
th
420 ’s maintenance personnel were to be transferred to
the 7375th’s DC Materiel, leaving the unit with only the
operations folks.
Thus the Mildenhall pamphlet is in error. We’ll advise
them of this!
Addendum to “None Turning and Two Burning”
After I wrote said article in the last “Tanker Tales,” Bill
Tilton wrote in with some comments. He had been the
copilot on the late John “Curley” Moore’s 622nd crew (in
fact he was with Curley on Sheba 80 when it crashed off
Bermuda in October 1963). He had heard from other unit
copilots that Curley had performed a similar stunt over
Guam a few years earlier. Curley had confirmed that
story to Bill “with a wink in his eye, but by 1963 he was a
much mellower instructor pilot.”
Bill then says, “What struck me about that story was the
unwise reliance on the putt-putt. Since the props were
electric, as well as gear & flaps, and of course the fuel
booster pumps, what would have happened had the APU

(429th KB-29P Refueling Langley-based F84F in 1955.
Photo courtesy of AF Historical Research Agency)
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Book Review

By Jim “Pappy” Boyington

"FIGHTER PILOT" , written by his loving
daughter, is a legend's (Robin Olds) engrossing memoir
and a whole lot more. If, like me, you have always wondered what makes such men tick, this book is for you.
Reading it is as close as you can get to engaging Hitler's
ME-109's and the Mig 21's of North Vietnam. The book
illustrates in excruciating detail, the makings of the
"stuff" that comes through in the stress of combat. General Spaatz summed it up in one word, "dedication".

In April of 1943, Robin was
called to his dying father's bed
side. General Olds had suffered a
heart attack. General Olds died
within four days. On May 30, 1943.
Hap Arnold pinned on Robin's
class pilot wings. A diploma and
oath ceremony followed June 1.
Olds dedicated his wings and commission to his father's memory.

Initially, these West Point
flyboys were deemed too precious
Robin Olds’ dad set the bar high. A charter mem- to place in combat as line pilots. .
They were caught in a catch - 22
ber of the "Bomber Mafia" and a prime mover in the acquisition and development of the B-17, in 1935, L/C Olds situation where they could not be assigned as other than
flight commanders, but lacking combat experience, they
was Commander of the first B-17 Squadron. Between
could not be upgraded to flight commander. The result
1937 and 1939, Olds led the unit, demonstrating the cawas eight months extra training. The extra training (as
pability of the bomber. The news reels were full of his
many as nine accidents in one day including three fataliaircraft locating the ships Utah and later Rex at sea, record making cross country flights and good will flights to ties) made young Robin an older, wiser pilot. He jumped
both Buenos Aires and Rio De Janeiro. (BTW, his naviga- the chain of command and with the help of a cooperative
NCO at Wing Headquarters obtained orders to England.
tor in these endeavors was a Lieutenant named Lemay)
He arrived on May 22, 1944, just in time for D-Day.
In gatherings at his home, Olds often entertained Robin was flying a P-38 over the beaches of Normandy on
famous pilots such as Eddie Rickenbacker and Roscoe
June 6.
Turner, the rock stars of the day. They were joined by
In May, leading up to D-Day and for the next two
aviation leaders of the time, Hap Arnold, Tooey Spaatz,
weeks the 479th provided beachhead cover. When finally
Ira Eaker, Fiorello La Guardia, Harold George, Frank
Andrews, Ernst Udet and more. Robin remembered meet- released to join the bombing campaign, now over the initial excitement, the men had matured, learned to act
ing Eddie Rickenbacker. Tales of flying, discussions of
quickly and accepted the danger as routine. June passed
current events and dreams for the future invariably
into July, bad weather hampered operations, six aircraft
ended in song led by his father at the piano and Tooey
Spaatz on guitar. Heady stuff for the teen aged Robin. He were lost and five pilots killed along with one pilot capwas impressed by the camaraderie of the pilots, their mu- tured. In mid July Robin became a flight commander and
learned of his pending (effective August first) promotion
tual respect and their dedication to the potential of airto Captain. Robin had learned to live one day at a time.
craft, aka "air power".
In 1940, Robin's dad started the fore runner of
Air Transport Command and delivered lend lease aircraft
overseas. He was instrumental in promoting the use of
women to deliver them. By 1942 Olds had been promoted
to Major General and was the Commander of the 2nd
Army Air Force Bomb Wing, located in Spokane. The general sent a B-24 to Tulsa, Oklahoma to pick up Robin,
now twenty years old, and a second year West Point Cadet who had just completed Primary Pilot Training at
Spartan School of Aviation, a civilian contract school.
The following year, Robin's third, now a firstie (in
the accelerated three year wartime curriculum) Robin
completed two full years of academics and both Basic and
Advanced pilot training while shuttling to nearby (17
miles) Stewart Air Base in Newburgh, NY. In addition, a
stalwart football player, he trained and played varsity
ball. In a smash mouth game against Navy, Robin lost his
front teeth resulting in 30 stitches. Coach Red Blaik overruled the doctor and sent Robin back into the game. He
leveled the middie that had injured him. Robin got All
American honors, but never got his teeth back.

Three of the four flight commanders (only Robin
remained) and nearly half of the original 434th had been
either killed or become POWs. The group CO was lost to
flak on May 10th and had been replaced by Colonel
Hubert "Hub" Zemke, a triple ace, formerly CO of the 56
Group. Zempke taught the 479th tactics that led to more
effective protection of the bombers by engaging the enemy.
On August 14, after participating in the strangest goat roping that included a predawn take off by the
entire group, rendezvous in poor weather and a planned
attack to level a bridge, Robin, became separated from
both his unit and his wingman. He stumbled on two fighters. He shoved the throttled to the wall and closed to
make positive ID. The Focke-Wulf 190 closely resembled
our P-47. Closing fast, at the last moment he caught a
glimpse of the fuselage markings of the lead aircraft, a
big Iron Cross. He hosed the wing man, then switched to
the leader in a violent left break. He stayed inside the
turn, g forces coming on strong. With his wing tip no
more than twenty feet off the ground, he flew the piper
slowly through the fuselage, (continued on page 6)
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Fighter Pilot (continued from page 5) pulled ahead to
get proper lead, and again pressed the trigger. A short
burst and the 190 pulled straight up, the canopy separated and the pilot came straight out. Robin faked a
strafe attack on the downed pilot and pulled up to do two
victory rolls. Robin's debriefing claim was met with considerable skepticism until Zemke walked in and announced that the aircraft of 355th Group were passing
overhead and confirmed Robin's two claims.

25 additional missions, Robin opted to take leave and
return for a complete second tour.

January weather limited flying, but the second
week of February the war was on, Robin added four more
victories. March, two more victories and twenty-two year
old Robin, now a major, became Commander of the 434th
Fighter Squadron. April, Robin bagged one and damaged
two in the air and destroyed six on the ground. May,
Robin was ordered to the Paris headquarters of General
Two weeks later Olds was in the far left position Tooey Spaatz, Commander of U.S. Strategic Air Forces. A
of the escorting fighters. Upon entering Germany, he was large gathering, including Generals Eaker, Vanderbderg,
Stratemeyer, Quesada, Norstadt, Doolittle, Partrige, sudthe first to see three flight of fifteen enemy fighters.
Robin transmitted "Newcross Lead, Newcross Blue Lead denly a pause, General Spaatz stood at the top of a broad
flight of stairs. A brief wave of his hand to acknowledge
here. Bogeys, turning left to pursue and identify. Balls
their applause and cries of "Welcome back Boss", he saw
out, full throttle, full mixture, max boost, he was soon
Robin in the corner and shouted "Hi, Robin ! God it's
closing on the enemy. He pickled the drop tanks and
good to see you. Glad you made it". He took Robin by the
went for the tail end charlie of the trailing high vee formation. As he pressed the trigger both engines sputtered shoulder and led him to a private room.
and quit. He had failed to switch to internal fuel and sudSpaatz’s counsel to Robin included his estimate
denly become a glider. He held position long enough to
of
the
measure
of men. He categorized four types, the
finish off the target then dove away, switched the fuel
"me-firsters,"
(intelligent
- totally ruthless - self serving)
selector and began restart procedures.
the "me-tooers," (borrow others thoughts - take credit He turned, and caught up with the enemy main yes men) the "deadwood" ( mean well - try hard - often
botch things up) and the "dedicated, "(search them out,
group. Out of position, Robin directed his wing man to
stick with them, be worthy of their company) After a
take on the two enemy in front of them. He did and
hearty handshake, the general gave Robin a nice chunk
nailed both of them on the first pass. Robin turned and
of his poker winnings and told him to get lost, enjoy
closed on the main formation and again nailed the tail
end charlie. In that moment the entire gaggle had disap- Paris.
peared. Looking below, he saw a chain of ME-109 chased
The insight this book provided me struck home,
by a P-51, in turn chased by another ME-109. He rolled
because
my pilot, Dan Farr, Commander of the 8th Bomb
inverted and dove straight down to help the P-51. The PSquadron
(B-57) was a wartime three year West Point
38 had a tendency to tuck under and air flow could blank
grad, early F-86 driver, RAF exchange
the tail making recovery doubtful. He barely recovered
officer (Empire Test Pilot School) and
when he entered the thicker air at low altitude. An MEP-51 vet of Korea. He had hoped to get
109 was on his tail. Robin pulled hard left and hauled
a F-4 Squadron, but fate handed him
back on the yoke. His P-38 abruptly slowed, the attacker
the 8th. I now understand the drive
whizzed by, an easy target and Robin became the 479th's
that made him and Robin such an outfirst ace.
standing leaders. "DEDICATION"
Brand new P-51s taxied in. Surprise, the pilots
Figher Pilot : the memoirs of legenmaking the delivery were women. After a brief cockpit
dary ace Robin Olds ISBN 978-0-312orientation from his crew chief, and a "got all that?", Olds
56023-2 is now available at Amareplied "Sure have Chief", he taxied out, took off and bezon.com
came "qualified" to fly the P-51. Rather than extend for

Letters (continued from page 3)
In ’78, my wife was accepted to medical school
at U. of Texas, San Antonio. Unable to get a transfer to
the area, I retired to care the our 4 young children while
she was at med school. Upon graduating, Olga went to
work for the Dept of Health and Human Services and is
now retired. All 4 children are college grads and contributors to society and we have 14 grandchildren.
John C. Hoyle (February 2012)
Back again, was a member a few years agago
and dropped out. I am retired from a career with the
Atomic Energy Commission and the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (Secretary) after leaving the AF in ‘60. I
work as a senior consultant with Talisman International.
My wife, Anne passed away Sept 2011 and still not
happy about it.
George W. Wright (February 2012)
Cross trained from 432 field to 305 field in 1963.
stayed in Computer Maintenance until retirement in
1975. Worked as Computer Technician after Air Force
retirement and Siemens decided four young men could
do my job and made me an offer I couldn’t refuse in
1996. The AF sent me to Austin TX and I have been
here ever since.
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BUILDING A 1918 NIEUPORT 28
By Tex Arnold (429th AREFS)

I first attended the Experimental Aircraft Association’s
Fly-In at Oshkosh in 1979 and have been back
probably two dozen times. Each time I returned home I
would say “Some day I’m going to build an airplane!”
Well, as you might have guessed, one day Build An
Airplane appeared on my Bucket List.
Things got serious after the 2009 Oshkosh visit. I was
kinda following the flow of kit builders at the time and
looked mostly at two seat, low wing, tricycle models.
However, I was aware that I sure liked the looks of all
the old, single seat, tail-dragger, biplane models---and
how they were the ones the crowds really liked at air
shows. I did a bit of research and after a visit to the
Airdrome Aeroplane facility in Missouri, I zeroed in on
the 1918 Nieuport 28 kit.
We drove to Missouri in March, 2010, and loaded all
the aluminum for the entire kit in our Dodge Caravan--the wing spars and fuselage stringers went on the roof!
NOTE: The engine was not included in the kit. It was
ordered later: a seven cylinder, 110 HP Rotec Radial
engine from Australia. Building the Nieuport 28, a full
scale replica, began 9 March 2010.
The kit is basically aluminum and fabric—no wood.
The aluminum tubing and panels are cut, bent, shaped
and stitched together with aluminum gussets and steel
pop rivets—no welding. Needless to say, very timeconsuming but very satisfying as various components
take shape. The entire build is being accomplished in
my basement and garage—kitchen table from time-totime!
Final assembly will be done in a hanger at the local
airport. Initially, I figured on a two year build. Well,
got to admit that was overly optimistic. As of this
writing (Jan. 2012) wings and tail feathers are

completed and set aside on racks in the basement. Engine
is hung and instrument panel is installed. Winter projects
include design, build and install wiring, fuel lines, flight
controls, seat, brakes, etc.,etc. Plus hours of detail work.
I’d surely like to have the aircraft ready for first flight
before the weather gets cool in Colorado late this
summer.
SIDEBAR
Here are more considerations that came into play as I was
choosing the airplane I wanted to build.
I have a strong family attachment to WW1. My namesake
is Lt. Edwin Austin Abbey, 4th Battalion, Canadian
Mounted Rifles, killed at Vimy Ridge, 10 April 1917. Lt.
Abbey was my Great Uncle. You history buffs will
recognize Vimy Ridge--- site of the most successful
Canadian offensive effort of WW1. I considered kits of a
couple of earlier Nieuports that would have been flying
Dawn Patrol over the trenches in 1917, but moved on to
the Type 28 of 1918.
The Nieuport 28 has been declared America’s First
Fighter. On 14 April 1918, Lt. Douglas Campbell and his
wingman, 94th Aero Squadron, Air Service, US Army,
both in Nieuport 28’s, were scrambled when a flight of
two German aircraft where reported heading for their
airdrome. Within minutes, Lt. Campbell shot down a
German Plalz D directly over the airfield. This is the first
recorded victory of an American pilot of an American
military unit. I am painting and detailing my Nieuport 28
in the exact livery of Lt. Douglas Campbell.
Lastly, the 100th anniversary of the beginning of WW1 is
just two years away, August 2014. The United States
entered WW1 on 6 April 1917. It is anticipated there will
be many, many memorial events. Already, the museum,
air show and static display folks are beginning to search
for participants. I figure my Nieuport will be in demand.

Bits and Obits
Over the holidays, we learned that
George Ganjon died August 1, 2011. Al
Desin had a card from his widow, Sue.
George was Al’s Aircraft Commander for
multiple trip to Bermuda, Lajes, Cuba, and
lots of other places. One of their more
memorable trips was to participate in the
annual Eglin AFB exercise. We went across
the grandstand with a B-66, an F-100 and
an F-101 attached, but not receiving fuel.
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He’d nod his old head, and grin ear to ear,
And say, “Welcome, my son, I’m pleased that you’re here.
For this is the place where the true flyers come.
When their journey is over, and their war has been won.

THE LAST CHECK RIDE
I hope there’s a place way up in the sky,
Where old flyers can ton on the day they die.
A place where a guy can buy a cold beer,
For a friend and a comrade, whose memory is dear.

They’ve come here at last to be safe and along,
From the government clerk, and the management clone,
Politicians and lawyers, the Feds and the noise,
Where all hours are happy, and they’re all good ole’ boys.

A place where no doctor or lawyer can tread,
Nor an FAA type would ‘ere be caught dead.
Just a quaint little place, kind of dark, full of smoke,
Where they like to sing loud, and love a good joke..
The kind of a place where a lady could go,
And feel safe and protected by the men she would know.
There must be a place where old flyers go,
When their flying is finished, and their airspeed gets low.

You can relax with a cold one,
Maybe deal from a deck,
This is Heaven my son.
You’ve passed your last check

Where the whiskey is old, and the women are young,
And songs about flying and dying are sung.
Where you’d see all the fellows who’d flown west before,
And they’d call out your name, as you came through the
door.
Who would buy you a drink, if your thirst should be bad,
And relate to others, “He was quite a good lad.”
And then through the mist, you’d spot an old guy,
You had not seen in years, though he taught you to fly.
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Author Unknown
(forwarded to us from Walt Larimer)

